The large-scale magnetic fields we observe today in galaxies and galaxy clusters could be the result of a pure quantum effect taking place during inflation, to wit, the creation of particles (photons) out from the vacuum in a curved spacetime. We show that, whenever the conformal invariance of electromagnetism is broken during inflation, the actual magnetic field spectrum, in the classical limit, is given by B k ≃ k 2 √ n k , where n k ≫ 1 is the number of created photons with wavenumber k. In particular, a scale-invariant magnetic field of order of 10 12 G can emerge in the simplest model of cosmic magnetogenesis, the one where the inflaton is kinetically coupled to the photon. Moreover, and contrarily to the general belief, we show that such a model is free from the socalled strong-coupling and backreaction problems. This conclusion follows, indirectly, from the observation that post-inflationary electric currents, which in the literature are incorrectly supposed to freeze superhorizon magnetic fields after inflation, are indeed vanishing on superhorizon scales due to causality.
The large-scale magnetic fields we observe today in galaxies and galaxy clusters could be the result of a pure quantum effect taking place during inflation, to wit, the creation of particles (photons) out from the vacuum in a curved spacetime. We show that, whenever the conformal invariance of electromagnetism is broken during inflation, the actual magnetic field spectrum, in the classical limit, is given by B k ≃ k 2 √ n k , where n k ≫ 1 is the number of created photons with wavenumber k. In particular, a scale-invariant magnetic field of order of 10 12 G can emerge in the simplest model of cosmic magnetogenesis, the one where the inflaton is kinetically coupled to the photon. Moreover, and contrarily to the general belief, we show that such a model is free from the socalled strong-coupling and backreaction problems. This conclusion follows, indirectly, from the observation that post-inflationary electric currents, which in the literature are incorrectly supposed to freeze superhorizon magnetic fields after inflation, are indeed vanishing on superhorizon scales due to causality. Introduction. -Long time ago, Turner and Widrow [1] advanced the idea that the large-scale magnetic fields we observe today in galaxies and galaxy clusters (for a recent review on cosmic magnetic fields, see [2] ) could be nothing else that relics from inflation. They also realized that, since Maxwell theory is conformally invariant in conformal-invariant spacetimes, classical magnetic fields (as those we observe today) cannot be produced in standard electrodynamics. From this, the need arose to introduce nonstandard conformal-breaking terms in the electromagnetic Lagrangian, such as nonminimal couplings between electromagnetism and gravity. Some years later, Ratra [3] proposed a model in which the inflaton φ (the scalar field responsible for inflation) is kinematically coupled to the photon via an exponential coupling of the form e φ F 2 . This model has been successful for two reasons. First, it is able to produce scale-invariant magnetic fields whose intensity (∼ 10 −12 G) can directly explain cosmic magnetic fields. Secondly, the kinematic coupling, which was just postulated by Ratra, has been showed, by Martin and Yokoyama [4] , to naturally emerge in string theory. However, soon after the framing of the Ratra model in a well-motivated, high-energy particle physics model, Demozzi, Mukhanov and Rubinstein [5] pointed out that inflation-produced magnetic fields able to explain cosmic magnetization are either in an unmanageable strong-coupling regime during inflation or strongly back-react on the dynamics of the inflaton. This sort of "no-go theorem" for inflationary magnetogenesis not only invalidated the predictions of the very elegant and simple model proposed by Ratra, but also the results of a plethora of other generating mechanisms put forward in the literature since the appearance of the seminal paper by Turner and Widrow.
However, there is a flaw in the arguments of all the above cited works: it is assumed that post-inflationary electric currents froze the inflation-produced magnetic field on all scales, including superhorizon scales which are those of astrophysical interest for cosmic magnetic fields. But this would imply a violation of causality since, as first pointed out by Barrow and Tsagas [6] , post-inflationary currents are generated by microphysical processes during reheating and are, then, always vanishing on superhorizon scales.
The aim of this paper is to reconsider the generation of primordial magnetic fields at inflation in the kinetically coupled scenario by studying the creation of photons out from the vacuum in an expanding universe, a very peculiar phenomenon of non-conformal-invariant quantum field theories in curved spacetime [7] . In this framework, we will fix the "causality flaw" and, at the same time, we will show that there is no "no-go theorem" for inflationary magnetogenesis in the Ratra model, which indeed fully accounts for cosmic magnetic fields.
The model. -It can be shown that the most general Lorentz-, C-, P-, CP-, CPT-, gauge-invariant, minimally coupled electromagnetic Lagrangian in four spacetime dimensions, which involves classical, homogeneous, background fields, has the simple form
2 is the standard (free) Maxwell Lagrangian, and the coupling function f (φ i ) incorporates all possible interactions of the photon with scalar fields φ i , which can be either composite or, as the inflaton φ in the Ratra model, elementary. In order to have a positive-defined electromagnetic energy, and to avoid the strong-coupling problem [5] , f (φ i ) must be a positive-defined quantity greater than unity. Finally, in order to recover standard electromagnetism and not to spoil, thus, the predictions of the standard cosmological model, f (φ i ) must tend to one after reheating.
We restrict our analysis to the case of a spatially flat universe described by the line element ds
, where η is the conformal time and a(η) is the expansion parameter normalized to unity at the present conformal time η 0 . Due to homogeneity and isotropy of both metric and background fields, the coupling f (φ i ) turns to be a function only of the conformal time.
Particle creation. -We now quantize our model. A general characteristic of quantum fields in curved spacetime is that, since Poincaré group is not in general a symmetry of the spacetime, the vacuum state cannot be uniquely defined as in the case of quantum theory in Minkowski spacetime. Nevertheless, we can define an "adiabatic" in-vacuum state |0, in such that it is annihilated by the annihilation operators, a (in) k,λ |0, in = 0, for all photon comoving wavenumbers k and polarization λ, and normalized as 0, in|0, in = 1. The in-vacuum state contains no in-particles in the "in-region", η → −∞, which will represent the temporal region when inflation starts. Such a vacuum can be constructed by solving the equation of motion for the photon polarization states and then by fixing the constants of integrations appearing in the general solution by matching the latter with the corresponding adiabatic solution for η → −∞ [7] . Accordingly, we can construct the in-Fock space based on |0, in by repeatedly applying the creation operator a (in) † k,λ on the in-vacuum state. The electromagnetic vector potential in the in-Fock space reads
where ε k,λ are the standard circular polarization vectors. The vector potential and its conjugate momentum π = fȦ, as well as the annihilation and creation operators, satisfy the usual commutation relations (hereafter, a dot indicates differentiation with respect to the conformal time). The photon wave function A
, and it matches the corresponding adiabatic solution in the in-region. In order to have a self-consistent quantization, it must satisfy the Wronskian condition A
Consider, now, an "out-region" defined by η → +∞, which will represent any temporal region after reheating. An observer in this region may define an out-vacuum state |0, out and construct from it the appropriate outFock space. He can then expand the electromagnetic field in terms of the out-annihilation and out-creation operators, with the photon wave function A (out) k,λ (η) matching the corresponding adiabatic solution at η → +∞.
It is clear from the above discussion that the two Fock spaces based on the two different choices of the vacuum state are both physically acceptable and must be then related. In particular, there will be a relation between the in-and out-modes A (in) k,λ and A (out) k,λ , as well as a relation between the in-and out-creation and annihilation operators. In order to find these relations, let us re-scale the electromagnetic field as ψ
k,λ and ψ (2) k,λ are two solutions of this equation, the following inner product is conserved, ψ
k,λ ). We can then introduce the time-independent quantities α k,λ = ψ
. Accordingly, we can expand the in-ψ mode in terms of the out-ψ mode as ψ
, where we used the fact that
, which is the wanted relation between the electromagnetic in-and out modes. A relation of this type is know as Bogolubov transformation and the quantities α k,λ and β k,λ are called Bogolubov coefficients. They satisfy the relation |α k,λ | 2 − |β k,λ | 2 = 1, which can be easily derived from their defining equations. To find the relation between the in-and out-creation and annihilation operators, we insert the Bogolubov transformation in Eq. (1) and compare the result with the the expression of A defined in the out-Fock space. We find a
From the above equation, it follows immediately that the two Fock spaces based on the two choices |0, in and |0, out of the vacuum are generally different. In particular, the in-vacuum state will contain out-particles so long as β k,λ = 0: n k,λ = 0, in|N
where
is the number operator in the out-Fock space. This situation is understood as the creation of particles out from the vacuum by the changing expansion parameter, and then by the changing gravitational field. (Note that particles are created in pairs with opposite momenta, n −k,λ = n k,λ .) However, such a particle creation is forbidden, for symmetry reasons, in conformal-invariant theories, such as standard electromagnetism in a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime, a result known as "Parker theorem" [7] . Accordingly, we must have no particle production if f is a constant.
Actual magnetic field. -What we observe today (in the out-region) is the in-vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the squared magnetic field operator. The latter is 0, in|B
where a 2 B = ∇ × A is the magnetic field operator, P (in)
2 is the magnetic power spectrum, and P M k (η) = k 4 /2π 2 a 4 the corresponding spectrum in the free Maxwell theory. Inserting the Bogolubov transformation in P (in) k,λ , we find (2) where
with
is formally equal to n k,λ , n −k,λ , out|B 2 (η, x)|n k,λ , n −k,λ , out , where |n k,λ , n −k,λ , out is the state containing n k,λ outparticles with wavenumber k and helicity λ, and n −k,λ out-particles with wavenumber −k and same helicity λ, so that n k,λ , n −k,λ , out|N
can be view as representing the out-vacuum magnetic fluctuations, since it is formally equal to 0, out|B 2 (η, x)|0, out . The quantity λ dkk
comes from the interference between the α k,λ A
wave functions and is, in general, different from zero. The physical origin of this term resides in the fact that the in-vacuum state is not generally proportional to the state |n k,λ , n −k,λ , out , in which case the interference term would be zero.
In the out-region, where A (out) k = e −ikη , we get, using Eq. (2),
(hereafter, we drop the subscript λ labeling photon polarization states, if not strictly necessary). Let us concentrate on electromagnetic modes that behaves classically in the out-region, namely modes with large occupation number, n k ≫ 1. This is because only these modes may eventually explain the presence of cosmic magnetic fields today. So far, we have neglected external electric currents j µ since they are produced only after inflation, during the process of reheating. Such currents, since generated by microphysical processes, are still vanishing on superhorizon scales after reheating due to causality [6] . Inside the horizon, instead, and if the electromagnetic field is classical, they can be written as j µ = (0, −aσ c E), where a 2 E = −Ȧ is the electric field and σ c is the conductivity of the primeval plasma. The latter is very high in the early Universe, so that postinflationary electric currents wash out any electric field and freeze the inflation-produced magnetic field, which evolves then adiabatically, P
, from the end of reheating till today (we are neglecting, here, any possible effect of magnetohydrodynamic turbulence [8] ). Accordingly, Eq. (3) is valid up to the (positive) time η ↓ , when a mode k crosses inside the horizon after inflation. Such a time is roughly defined by kη ↓ ≃ 1. For η > η ↓ , the evolution of the magnetic field is adiabatic. From these considerations, and defining the magnetic field on a scale
k,λ , we find, in the limit n k ≫ 1,
where ζ k = 1 + cos(Ω k − 2kη ↓ )/π. Below, for the Ratra power-law coupling, we will find that Ω k approaches either the constant value π or −π in the classical limit n k ≫ 1. Consequently, ζ k is an order-one constant. The result expressed by Eq. (4) is very different from the one we find in the standard literature of inflationproduced magnetic fields [2] . In fact, the usual reasoning, which has been recently criticized by Tsagas [9] , is the following. One evolves superhorizon magnetic modes from the beginning up to the end of inflation. After reheating is completed, let us say at the time η e , such modes evolves adiabatically up to today, so that B k (η 0 ) ≃ a 2 (η e )B k (η e ). This result is incorrect since it reposes on the physically incorrect assumption that magnetic modes are frozen into the plasma even if they live on superhorizon scales.
Ratra power-law coupling. -In the light of the above results, let us now reconsider the generation of magnetic fields at inflation in the well-known and well-studied case of a power-law coupling function which arises in the Ratra model. Let us take then f (η) = f * (η * /η) 2p if η ≤ η e , and f (η) = 1 otherwise, where η e is the time when inflation ends. Here, f * ≥ 1, p is a real parameter, η * = η e if p < 0, and η * = η i if p > 0, where η i is the time when inflation begins. The Bunch-Davies-normalized ψ 
Here,
ν (x) is the Hankel function of the first kind, ν p = | , and their derivatives, at the time η e . We find c
The particle number is then
where x e = −kη e , and it is zero for p = 0 (constant coupling function). Modes that are well inside the horizon at the end of inflation, x e ≫ 1, are not efficiently produced, n k ∼ x −4
e (hereafter, we neglect numerical factor particle goes to zero exponentially (more precisely, faster than any power of k) in the limit k → +∞ [7] . A numerical analysis [11] performed by using coupling functions which smoothly interpolate between f (η) ∝ η −2p during inflation and the asymptotic value f (η) = 1 in the out-region, confirms all the results obtained in the discontinuous power-law case in the long wavelength limit (this is because long wavelength modes are not strongly affected by variations of the coupling function on small timescales). Moreover, it clearly shows an exponential decay of n k for k → +∞, instead of the k −4 law derived in the discontinuous case. (Such kind of decays can be explained analytically in semiclassical approximation [11] .)
Tensor and scalar curvature perturbations. -Before concluding, we mention the fact that, in the Ratra powerlaw model and when backreaction on inflation is negligible, the electromagnetic contributions to the primordial tensor curvature perturbations and to the "power spectrum", "bispectrum", and "trispectrum" of primordial scalar curvature perturbations are fully compatible with recent comic microwave background observations [11] .
Conclusions. -We have pointed out that previous calculations of the actual, inflation-produced magnetic power spectrum, which rule out the Ratra inflatonphoton kinematic coupling model, are incorrect. This is because post-inflationary currents, which are supposed to freeze superhorizon magnetic fields after inflation, are indeed vanishing on superhorizon scales due to causality arguments. The correct picture is, instead, that inflationary fields remain frozen into the primeval plasma only after they re-enter the horizon after reheating. Relating the magnetic spectrum after inflation to the occupation number of photons created out of the vacuum during inflation, we have indicated the physical correct way to evolve magnetic fields from the beginning of inflation up to today, through their re-entering the horizon. We have found that the scale-invariant magnetic field produced in the Ratra model directly accounts for cosmic magnetic fields if the scale of inflation is of order of 10 16 GeV. Moreover, such a field does not back-react on inflation and it does not suffer from strong-coupling problems.
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